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(ABC). 

Alphabet Manuel.

Lyon, lith. Morel, 1835. Small illustrated broadsheet 
(size 22 x 17 cm), printed on thin paper. It shows the 
alphabet signs for the sign alphabet and two sample 
words in the lower corners: vin & pain (wine & bread). 
The text contains a poem in honour of Abbot l’Epée   300€
signed ‘Pélissier, sourd-muet, professeur à l’institution des sourds-
muets à Paris’. 
 
* Sign language for the deaf was first systematized in France during the 
18th century by Abbot Charles-Michel l’Epée. A rare survival.
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(ASTORGA, MARQUIS D’). 

Deuxième partie. Catalogue 
de la bibliothèque de son 
excellence la marquis 
d’Astorga, comte d’Altamira, 
duc de Sesa, etc. Manuscrits 
importants du XIIe au 
XVIIe siècle, avec et sans 
miniatures. Vente à Paris... 
7 Mai 1870.

Paris, Bachelin-Deflorenne, 1870. 32 pp. 93 items 
described. Original printed wrappers (wrs. dustoiled, 
lower corners dogeared, interior fine). With address 
label to: Monsieur le Duc de Luynes in Paris (dam.). 

   120€

 
* The second portion, containing manuscripts from the 12th to the 
17th centuries, from collection started by Alsono Osorio in the 16th 
century and augmented until the 19th century. Many of the entries 
have extensive descriptions. Interesting catalogue with the handwritten 
address label for the Duc de Luynes.
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BAYER, J.L. - KOLIN. 

Die chromolithograpfische 
Abteilung Etablissements 
für Druck- & Papier-Industrie 
J.L. Bayer Kolin bei Prag 
(Böhmen) empfielt ihre 
diesjährigen, neuesten, in 
hochfeinem Farbdruck nach 
den Originalen bekannter 
Meister aufgeführten 
Wandkalender... 

Kolin, n.d. (c. 1880). One sheet of thin paper, printed 
on both sides and folded in three (= 6pp). (folded size 
c. 23 x 29,5 cm). (some tiny tears and paper browned, 
else a good copy of a fragile item). The first page 
contains the conditions for printing and conversions 

   150€

for various currencies. The other five pages contains samples of the 
calendars (in b/w) with prices. 
 
* The company was founded by the Prague typographer J. L. Bayer in 
1879 and from 1884 became known for their calendars.
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(BOOKBINDING).

Album des Reliures. Beaux 
livres modernes. Reliures 
d’Art. Bibliothèque de Mr. 
Joseph S*******. 

Vente du jeudi 12 mars 1908, Hôtel Drouot, Paris. 
Large 4to. Halfmorocco, marbled boards. Original 
wrappers bound-in. Title on spine: reliures moderne 
- style. 
 

   120€

* A lovely album containing plates of bindings. Binders include Lortic, 
Meunier, Kieffer, Chambolle-Duru, Gruel etc. Some plates mention the 
name of other collectors, these might have been added.



BRUNET, GUSTAVE.

Curiosités bibliographiques 
et artistiques. Livres, 
manuscrits et gravures 
que, en vente publique, ont 
dépassé le prix de mille 
francs, tableaux payés plus 
de cinquante mille francs. 

Genève, J. Gay et Fils, 1867. 8vo. viii,160pp + 54 blank 
pages. In a very attractive 3/4 dark green morocco 
binding. Spine decorated with five flowers. Marbled 
boards and endpapers. T.e.g. Very good copy. No. 
108/250 copies. With the armorial bookplate of 

   250€

Maurice Desgeorge. 
 
* Pierre-Gustave Brunet (1807-1896) was no relation of Jacques-
Charles Brunet, but he was lucky enough to bear a name important in 
book history and also to acquire the rich bibliographical collections of 
Barbier and Quérard which enabled him to publish quite a number of 
bibliographical works, many of which are very useful. The present work 
gives examples of books, manuscripts and engravings that were sold 
expensively at auctions, he limits the selection to items that were sold 
for a thousand francs or more, and even some paintings that were sold 
for over fifty thousand francs.
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(CALLIGRAPHY).

 Écriture Posée par Laurens 
Auguste [?], élève des frères 
des écoles chrétiennes. 

Toulouse, Aug. Manavit, no date. (1847). Folio. (22) ff. 
Copy book of thin paper filled with writing exercises. 
Original printed wrappers. (edges a bit frayed). All 
texts in a light brown ink. The first text starts with the 
date October 1847. 

   300€
 
* Copy book filled with exercises bound with interesting wrappers. 
The front cover teaches the student how to sit and how to keep their 
hand and pen, all in various types and within a decorative typographic 
border. The back cover contains nine alphabets in different letters. Also 
within a decorative typographic border but this one different from the 
front cover.
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DEBERNY ET PEIGNOT - PARIS.

Le Sphinx. 

Paris, n.d. (c. 1926). One large folio sheet, folded 
into a small booklet (24 pages) with paper wrappers. 
(unfolded size: 32 x 45 cm; folded size: c. 8,5 x 16 cm). 
A lovely copy. 
    200€
* After finalization of the merger [of Deberny and Peignot], Charles 
[Peignot] began to assume authority in acting upon his own artistic 
convictions in typeface design. Even though the foundry’s recuttings of 
classic types were popular, he once said, “The [type] revivals were not 
bad. But, because they were so humdrum, they led me to try a different 
approach.” … His first project in this vain [sic] was the 1924 typeface, 
“Sphinx,” a heavy Egyptian face with blunt serifs and high contrast 
between the characters’ thick and thin strokes. “Sphinx’s” quasi-
geometric qualities were a reaction against the curvilinear forms of Art 
Nouveau faces like “Auriol” … [c.f. RIT.edu].
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DESBARREAUX-BERNARD, DR. 

Catalogue des incunables de 
la bibliothèque de Toulouse. 

Imprimé aux frais de la ville. Toulouse, Paul Privat, 
1878. lxxiii, 266 pp + 24 folding plates with watermarks, 
1 unnumbered plate and 26 plates with printing types, 
printers’ marks and other woodcut illustrations. Partly 
unopened. Uncut. Original printed wrappers. (spine 
damaged - bookblock broken, holding but can use a new spine & 
some(water)staining in the text). 
 
* Describes the incunables in the library of Toulouse with various 
indexes such as printing places, authors, printers and anonymous 
works and many plates showing watermarks, printers’ marks and other 
illustrations.

   70€



DOEDES, J.L. 

Lourens Janszoon Coster, 
Johan Guttenberg en Peter 
Schöffer. 

Offprint: De Gids, 1849, no. 12. 35 pp. Later blue 
marbled boards. With note van den schrijver’ (from the 
author) on an added ‘titlepage’ that contains the title in 
pencil and the stamp of the ‘Lettergieterij Amsterdam, 
voorheen N. Tetterode’. On the verso of that page the 

  60€
name: A.M. Ledeboer (in the same hand). (some light foxing). 
 
* One of the many nineteenth century articles and pamphlets concerning 
the Coster versus Gutenberg controversy about the invention of printing.
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DOUCET, JÉRÔME. 

Notre Ami Pierrot. Une 
douzaine de pantomimes. 
Avec les aquarelles de Louis 
Morin. 

Paris, Paul Ollendorff, n.d. (c. 1900?). Small folio. (75) 
pp. Contemporary half morocco with marbled boards. 
Spine gilt. Top edge gilt. Original wrappers bound-in. 
A lovely copy of the regular edition. 
 

   250€

* Illustrated with 48 text illustrations in colour and 16 vignettes by 
Louis Morin (after his watercolour designs).
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FIRMIN DIDOT & CIE.

Entrennes 1890. 

(Paris, Firmin Didot & Cie., 1890). (32)pp, including 
wrappers. Richly illustrated. (light waterstain in the 
lower corner, and wrs. a bit dam.). Cover illustration 
with names Hyot and A. Giraldon. 
 

  80€

* Scarce catalogue showing the new books that Firmin Didot & Cie. 
published. The catalogue is richly illustrated with sample illustrations.
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GAGLINANI - PARIS. 

New works published by 
A. and W. Galignani, and 
Co., rue Vivienne 18, in the 
courtyard, Paris. 

Paris, n.d., but c. 1842. One large sheet of blue paper 
folded in two (= 4 pp). Size c. 27,5 x 21 cm. The first 
page contains the printed catalogue, the other pages 
are blank but the third page contains a handwritten 
letter (dated 2 March 1842) and the last page contains 

   300€

a handwritten address. Margins cut a bit short but all text legible. (a few 
manuscript corrections on the catalogue page). 
 
* With his English wife Anne Parsons, Giovanni Antonio Gaglinani 
established an English bookshop and circulating library in Paris 
around1799 which was continued by their sons William and Anthony 
Gaglinani. The two brothers issued reprints of many English books, 
sometimes paying authors for advance-sheets. Sir Walter Scott, for 
instance, on visiting what he calls the ‘old pirate’s den’ in 1826, was, 
‘after some palaver,’ offered a hundred guineas for sheets of his ‘Life of 
Napoleon.’ The ‘den’ was at the bottom of a court, 18 rue Vivienne, and 
though so central, a garden with large trees was attached to it. It served 
as a club for English residents and visitors, who paid six francs a month, 
the reading room containing English and continental newspapers and 
eighteen thousand books. Rare English language catalogue with English 
language books that were published by Gaglinani in Paris.



(HUBERT-ROBERT). 

Vente après décès. Catalogue 
de 11 tableaux par Hubert-
Robert dont la vente aura 
lieu Hotel Drouot Salle no. 3 
le vendredi 13 mars 1868. 

Paris, 1868. 14pp. 11 paintings described with 
extensive descriptions. Nineteenth century half 
morocco, marbled boards. Original printed wrappers 
bound-in. Some foxing. 
 

 250€ 

* Hubert Robert (22 May 1733 – 15 April 1808), was a French painter, 
noted for his landscape paintings and picturesque depictions of ruins.
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(INK) FARBIANCA V.H. 
BERGER & WIRTH N.V. - 
AMSTERDAM. 

Brillant. Drukinkten. Printing 
Inks. 

Amsterdam, n.d. (c. 1950?). (21) ff. One page text and 
20 samples in various colours, printed on the recto 
only. Wrappers with spiral binding. 
 
* A lovely printing ink sample book with typically 

  100€

Dutch themed illustrations.
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JOYNSON & SONS, WM.

 High Class Writing Papers 
have been used for over half 
a century by the Aristocracy 
and all the First Class Firms. 
Superlative quality, absolute 
purity, perfect finish... And 
test this sample by writing 
on it. 

St. Mary Cray, Kent, no date. (c. 1900?). Publicity / 
paper sample. Size: c. 10,5 x 17 cm. 
 
* A lovely piece of publicity / paper ephemera from 
this company from St. Mary Cray.

   50€
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KERSTEN, PAUL.

Der exakte Bucheinband. 
Der gute Halbfranzband, der 
künstlerische Ganzlederband, 
die Handvergoldung der 
Einband mit echten Bunden, 
der Pergamentband. 

Third, enlarged edition, Saale, Knapp, 1920. vii, 154, 
(i) pp. plus 45 plates (including the 8 plates containing 
44 paper samples). Marbled paper wrappers. 
 
* Paul Kersten (1865-1943) wrote numererous 

  125€

bookbinding manuals and his Der Exakte Bucheinband helped define 
German fine binding. This can be considered to be the first manual for 
arts & crafts design binding. [c.f. Mejer 1874; Brenni 233].
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LANDA, J. - BRUXELLES.

Lithographie commerciale... 
reliures en tous genres... 
fabrique de registres à dos 
élastiques perfectionnés 
brévété... 

Bruxelles, n.d. (c.1855?). Trade card. Size: 21 x 13 cm. 
(traces of glue and a small circular stamp on the back). 
 
* A lovely large lithographed trade card for Joseph 
Landa. On 20 December 1846 he and J. Ieslein, obtain 

   120€

the patent for a register whose sheets are pasted together with a flexible 
glue on the basis of rubber. And in 1852 J. Vanzeune, also from Bruxelles, 
obtains a patent for a register with an elastic spine.
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(PAROCHIAL ENGLISH 
LIBRARIES). 

An act for the better 
preservation of parochial 
libraries in that part of Great-
Britain called England. 

London, printed by Charles Bill, and the Executrix 
of Thomas Newcom, deceas’d; Printers to the Queens 
most Excellent Majesty, 1709. (6pp, numbered 241-
244). Disbound & small tear in upper margin of one 
page, not affecting text. A bit dustsoiled. 

   200€

 
* As the clergy cannot afford to buy all books necessary for their studies, 
Parochial Libraries have been erected all over England. However, these 
need to be preserved and it must be ensured that no books are stolen etc. 
This act states the rules for the clergy and/or founders of those libraries 
to follow. For example, catalogues have to be made: Where any library 
is appropriated to the use of the Minister of any Parish or Place, every 
Rector, Vicar, Minister or Curate of the same, within six months after 
his institution, induction or admission, shall make or cause to be made 
a new catalogue of all books remaining in, or belonging to such library 
and shall sign the said catalogue, thereby acknowledging the custody 
and possession of the said books, which said catalogue to be signed, 
shall be delivered to the proper Ordinary within the time aforesaid, to be 
kept or registered in this Court, without any fee or reward for the same. 
Also, after the death of the owner of a library, the library must be locked 
to avoid theft etc. etc. An interesting document.



PUAUD, F. - PARIS. 

Etiquettes en tous genres. 
Extrait du catalogue général. 

Paris, n.d. (but c. 1910?). Oblong. Size: 21 x 28 cm. 
Titlepage plus 16 pages printed in black and various 
other colours. Original printed wrappers. (tiny tear in 
lower front cover, else a lovely copy). 
 

   250€ * The company was founded by Louis Roche Carré in Paris in 1845 and 
specialized in the printing of all kinds of labels. This is a lovely trade 
catalogue that shows that even some 60 years later they were still doing 
the same, but now under the direction of F. Puaud.
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SCHRIFTGUSS A.-G. 
VORM. BRÜDER BUTTER - 
DRESDEN.

Butterfly. Die vornehme 
Zirkular-schrift. 

Typespecimen, Dresden, 1929. (12) pp. Wrappers. 
Printed in various colours. (Probe Nr. 71). (small label 
pasted on the inside front cover giving the name of the 
agent for the Netherlands). A lovely copy. 
 

250€

* Schriftguss A.-G. vomr. Brüder Butter was founded in 1892 under 
the name Büder Butter. In 1922 the company changed its name to 
Schriftguss A.G. vorm. Brüder Butter. Butterfly was designed by Willy 
Schumann in 1927 (Schrift) and 1928 (Halbfette).




